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                    LIFE'S MUCH EASIER...
                    
WITH SPACE!
                

                
                    Summit Storage Products is an Australian owned distributor of high quality flat packed shelving systems. Summit products can be used throughout the home in the garage, workshop and shed as well as the office, warehouse and factory.
                

                
                    Download Catalogue
                
            

        

    




    
        
            Our Product Range
        

        
            For more information including sizes and specifications, please
            
                download our catalogue
            
            .
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                    Industrial Shelving
                

                
                    With a massive certified weight loading capacity, Summit Industrial Shelving Racks and Bays are perfect for your heavy duty storage or everyday needs. Our Industrial Shelving features heavy duty steel wire mesh decking and an easy to assemble V slot steel shelf and beam design.
                    

                    

                    Suitable for residential, commercial, industrial and domestic use, the linking capabilities and expandable design give you the freedom to combine bays and alter shelf heights to meet your specific requirements.
                    

                    

                    No nuts or bolts for assembly. Grey hammertone powder coat finish.
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                    Heavy Duty Rivet Shelving
                

                
                    Summit's Heavy Duty Rivet Shelving is one of the strongest shelving kits on the market. It features an all-steel construction with a certified load capacity of 1500kg.
                    

                    

                    Ideal for the garage, workshop, warehouse or factory, the Heavy Duty Rivet Shelving kit comes with four adjustable height wire shelves and includes plastic floor protectors.
                    

                    

                    Easy boltless assembly makes this shelving simple to put together yourself and a hammertone powdercoat finish provides a clean look.
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                    Z Beam Shelving
                

                
                    The Summit Z Beam Heavy Duty Rivet Shelving Unit is a versatile storage solution perfect for archive, office, warehouse and industrial applications. The heavy duty deluxe shelf unit can be assembled upright or used as a workbench. Easy to assemble, no nuts or bolts.
                    

                    

                    Z Beam boltless design provides maximum storage capacity with easy assembly. Z beam has laminated decking which sits flush with the top of the beam for a more attractive look.
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                    Summit Rivet Shelving
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                    Strong and durable, these popular shelving units are suitable for the garage, workshop, warehouse, factory and sheds.
                    

                    

                    We have a range of popular sizes for shelving and work benches to suit most requirements.
                    

                    

                    Summit Rivet Shelving is one of the most cost effective storage methods available with load capacities of up to 100kg per shelf level, steel construction and easy assembly.
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                    Studio Shelving
                

                
                    Studio is Summit's decorator shelving range. It features a hidden keylok system and is easy to assemble.
                    

                    

                    Stylish woodgrain melamine shelving and a black powdercoated finish make Studio Shelving ideal for the home or office.
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                    Rivet Bin Shelving
                

                
                    Rivet Bin shelving provides a versatile modular storage solution. It features a hidden keylok system and is easy to assemble. Rivet Bin shelving can be configured in a multitude of ways with a variety of bin sizes to suit your specific needs.
                    

                    

                    Ideal for part storage in the workshop, garage, warehouse and around the home
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                    Van Rack Kits
                

                
                    The Summit Van Rack Shelving  Kit is a flat packed van storage solution which has been designed for DIY assembly and installation.
                    

                    

                    The Van Rack Kit, which includes Australian made Fischer Blue plastic Stor-pak bins, a galvanised steel slotted Handy Angle frame and galvanised steel shelves, is the ideal product for electricians, plumbers or anyone seeking a quality van storage solution at a competitive price.
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                    Longspan Container Rack
                

                
					Longspan Container Rack Shelving Unit - the perfect solution for industrial and commercial storage needs.
					

					 
				
	
					Fully modular system with linking add-on bays
	Multiple size options
	Frames are pre-assembled
	Powder coated frames and beams
	Concealed keyhole design (beam holes are on the inside)
	Light grey beams & charcoal upright frames
	Heavy duty "step beam" construction
	Australian Made Fischer plastic 24L Stor-Pak containers included
	High quality, durable, medical grade Polypropylene containers
	Foot plates included (dyna-bolts not included)
	Beam locking clips included
	Container dividers available - sold separately
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                    Longspan Tub Rack
                

                
					Longspan Tub Rack Shelving Unit - the perfect solution for industrial and commercial storage needs. 
					

					 
				
	
					Fully modular system with linking add-on bays
	Multiple size options
	Frames are pre-assembled
	Powder coated frames and beams
	Concealed keyhole design (beam holes are on the inside)
	Light grey beams & charcoal upright frames
	Heavy duty "step beam" construction
	Australian Made Fischer plastic 32L Stor-Tubs included
	High quality, durable, medical grade Polypropylene containers
	Foot plates included (dyna-bolts not included)
	Beam locking clips included
	Tub lids available - sold separately
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                    Longspan Work Bench
                

                
                    Our Longspan Workbench is a heavy-duty and versatile workbench that is ideal for industrial and commercial applications. Built with powdercoated steel frames and beams, this workbench can withstand heavy loads and daily wear and tear, making it a durable and long-lasting investment. Available in a variety of sizes, the Longspan Workbench is customizable to fit your workspace needs.
                    

                    

					The Longspan Workbench features a particle board worktop that is smooth and sturdy, providing a reliable surface to work on. With ample workspace, the Longspan Workbench makes it easy to organize tools and materials, enhancing productivity and efficiency.
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                    Feeder Trolley Kit
                

                
                    The Australian Made Stormor Mobile Feeder Trolley Kit with Fischer Plastic Stor-pak Bins is perfect for storage of small parts that need to be moved between work areas.
                    

                    

                    Great for the warehouse, workshop, factory floor or garage, this Feeder Trolleys is designed to incorporate Fischer Plastic Stor-Pak containers which hang on strong metal louvre panels.
                    

                    

                    The double-sided mobile storage kit comes with 28 is Stor-Pak plastic containers.
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                    Louvre Panels
                

                
                    Summit supply a range of louvre panels designed for use with Fischer Stor-Pak plastic containers. These can be wall mounted, free standing or on a mobile trolley.
                    

                    

                    Available in various heights with an expandable design to allow runs as long as required
                    

                    

                    Ideal for parts storage. Stor-Pak plastic containers sold separately.
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                    Handy Angle (Slotted Angle)
                

                
                    Stormor Handy Angle is an incredibly versatile metal building product that can be used in a wide variety of commercial and domestic applications.  Whether it's bracing roller doors, suspending bulkheads, hanging fixtures and ducting, or creating shelving, Handy Angle is an aptly named and cost effective fabrication solution.
                    

                    

                    Stormor Handy Angle can easily be cut to length on site for your specific project, and is available with a range of accessories to suit your individual requirements.
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                        Steel Shelving Experts
                    

                    
                        We have been manufacturing, importing and distributing steel shelving kits for decades.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        National Distribution
                    

                    
                        We distribute to businesses through-out Australia from our warehouse in Keysborough, Victoria. We also distribute to businesses in New Zealand.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        Product Availability
                    

                    
                        Summit storage products are widely available from major stores like Blackwoods, Atom Supply, Total Tools and other key partners.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        Supply Methods
                    

                    
                        We can supply both from our local warehouse in Melbourne or FOB directly from our overseas factories. Contact us for details.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        Sourcing and Development
                    

                    
                        If you're looking for a type or size of shelving that we don't have listed, get in touch. We'd be happy to assist.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        Professional and Reliable
                    

                    
                        Our experienced team is dedicated to building and maintaining strong relationships with our partners.
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                    Contact Us
                

                
                    For all enquiries and to find your nearest stockist please call, email or use this contact form.
                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        
                            1800 352 999
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        
                            info@summit.com.au
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                    
                        100-102 Kirkham Road West
                        
Keysborough, VIC 3173
                        
AUSTRALIA
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    
														
							Thank you for your enquiry! One of our team will respond shortly.
														
                    

                    
														
							Error!
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